
 

 

Notices 

 I am having a minor operation next week and will not be able to be in nursery for 

the next two weeks, a supply teacher will take my place and I have planned and 

resourced everything in advance so the children’s learning experience will remain 

the same. Miss Ogbonnaya and Miss Clare will of course be here to continue to 

take good care of the children and to help them with their learning  

 Can I remind new parents to sign your child up for free school milk using the 

following website:www.coolmilk.com 

This week:   

As part of the whole school’s Community theme this week’s topic was Percy the Park Keeper. 

We thought about why we enjoy going to the park and what we could do to make our parks 

better places for everyone to enjoy. We designed our own park in a spot tray using moss, and 

twigs and plants for trees and a mirror for a pond. We made a sandpit out of a box and rocks 

to climb on out of egg boxes. We even built picnic tables and swings out of twigs, lollipop sticks 

and string! We listened to lots of Percy the Park Keeper stories and discussed all the fun he 

had with his animal friends as he carried out his work in the park. We tried to think of all the 

woodland creatures we could see in the park and we painted them. 
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Things to do at the weekend…. 

 Talk to your child about how to look after a pet, even if you don’t have 

one. Discuss how pets are different from wild animals and why lions, 

giraffes and rhinos would not make good pets! 

 Practice name writing and correct pencil grip 
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Next week’s topic is….  

 

 

Next week’s 

letter/sound is… 
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Pets. We will learn how we look 

after pets and what they need 

from their owners to make them 

happy and healthy animals. We will 

think about the difference 

between pets and wild animals, and 

decide which animals would make 

good pets, and which wouldn’t 
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